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If this were a shipping forecast, I think the message would

be "Stormy weather and rocks ahead".

It is clear from Ian Brown's note on Page 6 and from what

was said at the Joint Management Committee meeting and

elsewhere that even though the canal will be opening for the

May rally, it may well close again later in the year for an

indeterminate period. It is likely that the Jacobs' condition

survey will highlight the need for substantial amounts of

work on the Deepcut flight of locks and this will need money,

which the BCA currently does not have. It will have to come

from the County Council owners.

However, with elections looming and many

changes of personnel likely, it is hard to know

what level of support the canal will receive for its

fight for funds, particularly with the shaky state

of the County Council finances. We shall have to

do some campaigning/educating for sure.

If you do get people knocking on your front door

canvassing for your vote, please ask them what

their attitude to the canal is. It is a huge local

asset that actually costs remarkably little

compared other things the Councils spend their

money on, so please urge them to support it.

*  *  *  *  *

Talking of changes in personnel, David Munro is

stepping down as Chairman of the Joint

Management Committee. When he first appeared

on the canal scene, it was as the arch villain who

was planning to slash the canal's budget.

However, he proved himself that rare thing, a

politician who was honest and big enough to

change his mind, and he became a staunch

supporter of the canal during his time on the

JMC. We thank him for this and wish him well.

*  *  *  *  *

The JMC has changed its constitution to allow  extra  seats

for non-council representatives. One of these will be a

second seat for the Canal Society, others a place for Natural

England and probably the IWA. Recommendations for

others have been requested.

I would suggest that those who live and work on the canal

ought to be represented. The houseboat owners appear to

have been existing in a state of limbo for many years but

were referred to as stakeholders at the JMC, so it would be

good to have them drawn more into the life of the canal. It

was also clear at the JMC that the companies operating

boats on the canal, particularly Galleon Marine, were

extremely unhappy about the apparent lack of concern of

the needs of them and their customers when work was being

planned on the canal. Again, a seat on the JMC might help

to remind the owners and managers of the canal that there

are people trying to make a living out of it, and, in so doing,

bringing much-needed money and public interest to the

canal.

*  *  *  *  *

The biggest complaint usually heard about the BCA is lack

of communication. Their website is out of date (still advertising

2008 Santa cruises) and advance notice of things planned

on the canal seems to arrive at the last minute. It's all down

to shortage of effort to do these things.

At our AGM we discussed how the Canal Society might

spend some of its money. Perhaps one way would be to fund

a part-time post at the Canal Centre for someone to spend

a few hours every week finding out what is going on and

communicating it to those who need to know. Any takers?

*  *  *  *  *

At the AGM, Philip Riley suggested that some of the money

might be spent on a new amphibious weed-cutter like the

Way & Arun have aquired. However, a more pressing need

is to get the BCA's dredger Unity back into full working order.

The BCA's budget is already heavily over-spent and they

have no money to do the repairs. If another tree like the one

that came down into the winding hole at Blacksmith's Bridge

were to fall across the canal, the navigation could be

blocked for months or until Belfast Girl could come to the

rescue again if Deepcut was open.

Should the Society fund the repairs as an insurance for the

navigation? Alternatively, Ranger Peter Munt has suggested

that a really heavy duty hydraulic winch, that could be

powered from a tractor, would make a versatile tool for jobs

like tree removal; again, something that the Society could

finance.

*  *  *  *  *

With all the problems of maintaining the canal itself, I think

we have been overlooking the need to maintain the Canal

Society. I reckon that a good measure of the health of a

society could be obtained by dividing the number of people

at the AGM by their average age. In its hey-day the Society

would probably have had a figure of 5 or more but now it is

well under 1.

We really do need to recruit some younger people. Perhaps

the current canal problems are something to hang a

recruitment campaign on, but we need to get on and do it .

When our new work boat is fully operational, I think that

offside bank trimming through places like Fleet would be a

good way of connecting with the local communities,

advertising the Society and encouraging people to join.

Any other ideas?
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Chairman's AGM report

This past year has been as busy as 2008. Your committee
has replied to many consultation briefs and final draft
documents, all requiring detailed replies and in some
cases on-going negotiations.

CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT PLAN (CMP)

In total we responded on three drafts of the CMP, slowly

achieving improvements as the consultations progressed.

The main issues which concerned us were the proposed

effects on navigation, a closure for a year after dredging

operations, concerns on numbers of boat movements and

ecological restrictions, tree shading and at first very little

recognition of the needs for navigation and associated

income generation from recreation activities.

Dredging and Post Dredging Policy
An agreed policy that the BCA adopts best practice for

dredging relative to location and silt disposal; this is subject

to ratification by the Conservation Steering Group. We

agreed a reduced speed limit through the dredged section

for a year recovery period, but the canal can remain open for

through navigation

Ecology and Boat Movements
Natural England have increased powers following the

Countryside and Rights of Way Act (CROW) with targets to

initiate recovery of degraded SSSIs; the Basingstoke is

classed as a degraded SSSI. The owners of the canal have

a duty under the act to initiate recovery works, non-

compliance resulting in sanctions or in extreme cases

compulsory purchase by NE. Analysis of the ecological

surveys and use of the navigation confirmed very low usage

and boat movements. Permitted boat movements remain at

the existing levels

The policy of Off-Line Reserves, successful on the

Montgomery Cana,l has been accepted for the Basingstoke,

so regeneration of aquatic plants clear of the channel is a

possibility. If the trial at Hermitage Flash proves the benefit

of such reserves then the policy can be extended along the

canal.

We have achieved an acceptance that as the SSSI recovers,

an associated negotiated increase in boat movements can

be proposed, with the canal Conservation Steering Group

making the decision.

Tree Shading
The fist draft on the CMP proposed a significant reduction

in tree shading, down to 10% compared with an estimated

80% which currently exists. The reasons given were that

tree shade is a prime factor in preventing sunlight generating

aquatic and marginal plant growth - more sunlight better

diversity. The extent of these proposals were challenged by

ourselves and the IWA (local and national ).

Tree shading reduction includes a number of options: Dead,

Dying and Dangerous tree removal, thinning dense growth,

tree pruning and crown lifting. The requirements for planning,

felling licences, public opinion and finance have injected an

acceptance that 50% tree shading over the 10 year life of the

plan is a possible practical target.

Tree project proposals will be submitted to the Conservation

Steering Group for analysis and endorsement prior to any

consultation and publicity. Initial tree work will be on the

dead dying dangerous category.

Conservation Steering Group
This is a Committee which meets twice a year monitoring

conservation progress, project proposals, issues and survey

reports. Members include Dr. John Eaton, NE, EA, Wildlife

Trusts, IWA, SHCS, BCA and County Council officers. We

have, and will continue to work with the IWA and others in

achieving a sustainable and thriving navigation providing

enjoyment for all user groups.

CANAL STRUCTURES

Lock 15
Repairs by a Surrey County Council contractor have been

completed and the lock re-opened; a long wait but the lock

is now fully functional.

Lock 22
The lock is operational with volunteer working parties

scheduled to complete work on the towpath side lower wing

wall coping stones with the canal in water.

Structures Survey
Surrey County Council have employed Jacobs to carry out

a survey on canal structures; an interim report does not

mention the need for repairs requiring Capital funding at this

stage. However, the survey is not complete and I am working

on the assumption that repairs will be required in this

financial year and I am pressing for appropriate funds.

Capital Fund
The feedback from Surrey County Council is that unspent

allocations for canal work have been reclaimed into central

coffers, also that a provisional Capital allocation for 2009/10

has not been authorised.

We are negotiating at present in an uncertain climate - a

change of officers dealing with the canal, elections in June

and a change in the County’s Chief Executive. We will need

to ensure that elected councillors are aware of the canal and

its  potential.  Subject  to  progress and  your  committee

cont on page 4
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AGM reports
decision we may resume political activity, in which case

your collective support will be needed - watch this space.

MAY EVENT
With 40 plus entries the boat gathering and cruise along the

length of the canal to Odiham is viable. The BCA has a

number of jobs to carry out but has indicated the canal will

be re-opened for through navigation in mid May.

No land based activities are planned for Brookwood, but a

small landside supporting activity is planned for Odiham.

The objective is use of the canal and to confirm that the

Basingstoke is returning to life.

In closing, a  recognition for the help and support I have

received during the year:

The Committee for work on consultation responses,

planning issues and many other subjects.

The Canal Authority for support and assistance.

My family for the time spent on canal matters.

Peter Redway

WORK PARTY REPORT

This year the working parties have concentrated on Lock 22

repairs, with a winter move to Hermitage.

Lock 22
Lock 22 has been a major project. Both lower wing walls

have been repaired and modified with additional concrete.

Extensive voids below the flank walls were filled with

compacted concrete and the walls underpinned.

Ground conditions were unstable Greensand requiring steel

sheeting and temporary tie rods to allow safe working in the

excavations. Continual water seepage and pumping made

working conditions more difficult through the winter.

The frost and snow prevented any construction work for a

number of weekends, and premix concrete deliveries were

cancelled on three occasions due to frost closing the plant.

As an anti-scour measure the reinforced concrete area

below the lock has been extended to the end of the new wing

walls, a total of 32 cubic metres of concrete.

All materials were delivered via dumpers along the towpath

from Curzon Bridge or lock 28. Only coping stones on the

towpath side wall have to be fitted, and a number of artificial

stones have to be made to finish the wall.

A lock landing facility will be incorporated in the towpath

side wall with steps onto the towpath as appropriate.

Materials used on site were:

230 Concrete Blocks

60 cubic metres Premix Concrete

60 Tonnes Ballast

6 Tonnes Sand

360 Bags Cement.

Plant Hire, consumables and fixed costs £18.4K

Volunteer days  600;  this includes a two week summer

camp by WRG

BCA Materials       £15K

For comparison, the cheapest professional quote for doing

just the shorter offside wall was £56K.

Brookwood
Site preparation, mainly bank clearing was carried out in the

frosty conditions when work on Lock 22 was suspended.

Two visiting groups joined forces and cleared the growth in

a weekend. Water supply works were also started with the

buried pipe ends marked at the end of the weekend. Society

volunteers continued the work up to the thaw, we then

returned to Lock 22.

The Future
Post-restoration volunteer work concentrated on enhance-

ment work with some bank clearing and maintenance west

of the Greywell Tunnel. With the decline of the canal over

recent years working parties have carried out more mainte-

nance type work to the extent of almost full time mainte-

nance over this last year.

A decision on how we balance the many demands is

required, so I would appreciate any comments from Work-

ing Party volunteers and members on what they consider is

a viable balance of skills and type of work - enhancements,

maintenance or a mix of both.

The efforts of our volunteers plus the support of WRG,

Newbury WPG and KESCRG has been remarkable. The

significant achievements at Lock 22 working in adverse

conditions throughout the year were, at times, stretching

resources to the limit. My sincere thanks to everyone who

gave their time and efforts to the project.

My thanks also to the BCA for the support given over the

year, my family for frequent absence on canal work and

finally the society committee for their support during the

past year.

Peter Redway

And, as usual, our thanks to Peter for the staggering

amount of work he has put in this year.
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AGM
The Canal Society's 32nd Annual General Meeting took

place at the Ash Centre on 9th May. The fact that this was

a new venue may account for the fact that only some 40

people attended.

After apologies for absence and acceptance of the minutes

of last year's meeting, the treasurer introduced the accounts

for 2008 (see Page 7). These showed a very healthy bank

balance of over £262,000 thanks to the Alan Flight bequest.

The independent accountants were re-appointed for 2009.

The Secretary reported that 11 of the 12 Directors had stood

for re-election, Jon Wade having stepped down. He asked

anyone interested in filling the vacancy to contact him.

The Secretary also recorded the loss of one of the Society's

Vice-Presidents, Commander The Reverend Lod Sandford

(an obituary is on Page 17).

This completed the formal business of the AGM and Peter

Wright's chairman's report from Surrey & Hampshire Canal

Cruises followed.

Peter reported a drop in profits of £9000 from the 2007 record

to £17,894. This was largely due to the cost of licencing the

boat and new captains with the Maritime and Coastguard

Agency - over £6000.

On the brighter side, such costs should be less this year

and bookings were a bit up.

To satisfy the MCA a number of crew refresher training days

had been held. A new cabin floor had been fitted over the

winter and he was confident that the boat was good for at

least another 5 to 10 years. However, thought was being

given to its eventual replacement. An electric powered boat

was a green possibility.

With no questions for the Boat Company, we moved on to

the Robin Higgs award, which this year went to Duncan

Paine in recognition of his efforts in many areas, including

work parties, trip boat crewing and newsletter distribution.

Peter Redway's Chairman's and Work Party reports followed

(see Pages 4 &5) and after the break Vice-Chairman Philip

Riley chaired an open forum aimed at getting members'

views on how best to spend the Alan Flight legacy.

Philip pointed out that with over £262,000 in the bank, the

Society needed to spend some of the legacy if it was to

avoid getting into trouble with the Charity Commissioners.

He felt that the urgent need was to promote the navigation

aspects of the canal since the owners increasingly appeared

to regard it merely as a linear country park. A number of

suggestions had been made, including a new trip boat,

more boating facilities and increased water supplies. A

study had already been commissioned into redevelopment

of the Ash Lock site to include a new dry dock.

A study of the suggested link to the Kennet & Avon was also

possible, but this needed a Project Team to progress it.

Members' response made it clear that improving the user-

friendliness of the canal was the number one priority.

Temporary moorings at locks, particularly Lock 1, more

water points and if possible pump-out points were needed

and Robin Higgs felt that unescorted passage to at least St.

John's should be an aim. Philip mentioned that it had

already been decided to use a summer work camp to put in

lock moorings.

It was suggested that a film might be made about the canal

to counter some of the negative publicity and promote the

Society and companies such as Galleon Marine. This could

be shown on a television programme such as Waterworld.

The need to recruit new, younger, members was highlighted

and it was suggested that this could be promoted by using

the work boat to do clearly visible local community

environmental work such as offside bank trimming.

After a prolonged discussion about these and other matters,

which eventually tended to degenerate into a "somebody

ought to do something about it" type of impasse,  Philip

wound up the forum by thanking members for their ideas but

pointed out that many of them required people to carry them

out. What we needed more than anything else were more,

actively engaged members.
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Canal Society accounts for 2008

Income and Expenditure Account
Year ending 31 December 2008

   2008   2007
Income      £     £

Subscriptions   9,523 10,331

Donations – general   6,777   3,203

Donations – Alan Flight bequest 15,400         141,028

Profit of Boat Company 17,894  26,921

200 Club profit      842      185

Brookwood Rally/Bridge Barn profit          -   1,508

Other fundraising income      898      408

Interest received  13,184   5,279

Gain on sale of fixed asset          -      575

64,518         189,438

Less expenditure
Projects and working parties  16,831  11,585

Brookwood habitat creation    5,100    8,950

Newsletter production and postage    3,838    3,653

Stationery and office costs    1,799    1,894

Insurance    1,200    3,686

Depreciation    1,961    1,485

Equipment maintenance       629    3,131

Accountant’s charges    1,753    1,351

Other expenditure    2,412    1,165

 35,523  36,900

Net income
 28,995          152,538

Balance Sheet    2008     2007
     £       £

Fixed assets

Investment in subsidiary company      100       100

Fixed assets   5,521    4,454

Amounts due from subsidiary company

Loan    8,152    8,152

Profit for year  17,894  26,321

Cash at bank and in hand                   232,449          233,471

General fund                   252,476          218,381

Restricted fund    6,450  11,550

Designated fund    3,540    3,540

Total funds                   262,466          233,471

This is the summary account presented to the Annual General Meeting. The complete accounts may be

obtained from the Treasurer. If a printed copy is wanted, please send a stamped, addressed A4 envelope.

The Treasurer's address is to be found on the back page.
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From the BCA
Basingstoke Canal Authority State of Play

The last year has been extremely challenging on three

fronts, lack of available staff, lack of capital and revenue

funding and structural failures. The BCA have had to deal

with a number of structural failures with the help of the

Society and its dedicated active members. One problem is

that the budget does not cover the outlay for such failures

as we had with the bye-pass at Lock 15 and the sudden

lower gates failure at Lock 29. Not to mention a raft of

failures on the Deepcut Flight and Cutting.

The priority for the BCA Team of Rangers is to get the

Deepcut Flight open ready for the Boat Rally at the end of

May and to allow other boats to get on and off the system

and to use the Dry Dock. We are almost there but my future

concern is that there simply are not enough resources

available, chief of which is a critical lack of capital funding

from the County Council Owners. This is coupled with the

current economic downturn and changes occurring at the

political County Level.

We are some considerable way forward in carrying out the

condition survey and a lead on the asset management plan

for the canal. This plan will identify and record all assets,

together with a detailed maintenance plan on what needs to
done and when.

More importantly, how much capital investment we need to

do this from the County and to some extent Riparian

Partners. If this money is not available then the plan will be

useless and the canal navigation will quickly fall into

dilapidation, especially at Deepcut.

Money that for the land slip at Deepcut is now available and

repairs should be carried out soon. However, due to a failed

bid this year to Surrey County Council for capital to repair

the tow path and put in bank protection, we still will not be

able to open the towpath which has been closed now for

almost three years. The navigation will be open!

I would also like to take this opportunity to express my

feelings of sympathy and totally realise the frustration that

this is causing boat owners and in particular those who base

their livelihoods on the commercial operation of recreational

boating.

Give me the capital and revenue to do the necessary

maintenance such as bank protection and I will do it.

A draft policy will be included in the strategic management

plan for the next 15 years, that sets out clear guidelines on

how we manage the canal and foreseen and adopted

closures due to engineering work carried out by outside

organisations.

Closing message, talk to your local politicians!

Ian Brown

Canal Director

Chris Healey

Chis is the other new Canal Ranger who started last year

with Sarah Murray. He was born in Glasgow 32 years ago

but moved down to Guildford when he was 5, so you wouldn't

know he was a Scot from his accent.

He graduated from Merrist Wood having studied countryside

management and arboriculture, and worked initially as a

tree surgeon. However, he stopped climbing trees after a

back injury and turned to estate management for a period.

He also organised events for the MOD but says that he

hated the associated office work.

Indeed, when asked what he would like to do in future he

said 'Be a Canal Ranger' because he wouldn't take a desk

job for twice the money.

Whether his wife Erica and two children would agree, I don't

know, but he seems happy now and by all accounts is

proving himself very enthusiastic and useful, so welcome to

the Basingstoke, Chris!
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Canal news
As we reported in the last issue, it's been a busy Spring on the canal, with a lot of jobs that needed to be done.

It is good therefore to be able to report that most of them have been done. Starting from the West:-

Towpath cut
The long-overdue cutting of bankside vegetation along the

towpath from Greywell Tunnel to the Canal Centre at

Mytchett was done by contractors. Trees overhanging the

towpath were also trimmed and BCA rangers cut back trees

growing on the offside back at North Warnborough (right).

As usual it all looked a bit stark at first but within weeks

things were growing and it was good to be able to see the

spring flowers and to be able to walk the towpath without

being snared by nettles, brambles and trees.

Mooring at King John's Castle
The towpath at the new mooring has been levelled and

bollards have been installed (right). The only snag is the

height of the piling which may make disembarkation a bit

tricky when water levels drop.

A second seat has been installed at the entrance to the

castle (left), dedicated by her parents to Sarah Long, who

sadly died in 1998 at the age of only 25.

The rangers have also installed mooring bollards at the

Swing Bridge (left).

This end of the canal currently looks much tidier and more

user-friendly than it has for a long time.

Ash Lock
The 40 year old bottom gates at Ash Lock finally gave up and

have been replaced by the rangers (see cover picture).

Deedman's Bridge
The foot-bridge near Mytchett Lake has been replaced by a

new wooden structure (right). The cost was born by the

County Council who were surprised to discover that they

were the owners, having bought it when they bought the

canal.
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Lock 22
Lock 22 is again open to navigation, with only capping stones to be fitted to the extended towpath wing wall. The BCA got

estimates from contractors for doing the offside wall, the lowest being £56,000. The volunteers did both sides for the £34,000

cost of materials and plant hire - a fantastic job!

Lock 21
The upper gates of Lock 21 were in need of replacement, but the BCA's dredger Unity is still suffering the after effects of

the biodegradable hydraulic oil that was inflicted on it by some misguided ecologist. As a result the job was done by the

privately owned dredger Belfast Girl with Rob Locatelli and volunteers. The passage up from its mooring at St John's to

Lock 21 was accomplished only with great difficulty due to the amount of rubbish that had accumulated in the St John's

and Brookwood locks and lodged behind the gates. A number of small trees were also removed from the lock chamber

walls. Clearly no maintenance has been done on these locks while the canal has been closed to navigation. The Deepcut

flight, however, was in a better state than expected.

Below: New gates for old. (Photos by Pablo Haworth)

Canal news
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Canal news
Lock 15
The collapsed bypass channel at Lock 15 was quite rapidly repaired by contractors when the work finally got under way

and they seem to have made a nice job of it.

Ongoing tasks
Needless to say, there are still jobs to be done.

The bank slip above Lock 28 that occurred in August 2006 has still to be repaired so that the towpath can re-open.

Unfortunately, the money earmarked for this job has been spent on the repairs to Lock 15 and someone has now decided

that an ecological survey has to be done before things can progress. The bankslip is to be repaired but the towpath looks

like staying closed because of lack of money. Local people are getting seriously browned off by the delays.

Repairs to the pump that brings water into the canal at Frimley have been delayed by lack of available manpower, although

the Canal Society has offered to pay for the work. We need the pump working to establish its flow rate so that Tony Harrison

can complete his analysis of the canal's water requirements and, with forecasts of a warm summer, this is doubly important.

The lock survey by Jacob's is partly done but apparently details of the use of ground penetrating radar for mapping voids

underground have still to be decided. Again this is vital information, without which it is impossible to assess future funding

requirements for the canal. The work is due to be completed this year.

On a more cheerful note, the BCA has applied to Rushmoor BC for some of the money received from TAG, the owners

of the Farnborough Airfield, for local environmental improvements. If the bid is successful, this will pay for resurfacing the

towpath from Norris Bridge to the runway’s end at the airfield at Farnborough and from the A325 Farnborough Road to Ash

Lock.

The towpath improvements in Woking done by Sustrans are generally judged to be a great success and the feared outbreak

of kamikaze cycling does not appear to have happened. Sustrans are now planning an extension of the work up to Pirbright

Bridge and down to the Wey. One concern at the moment is that there is talk of installing three new swing bridges to allow

cyclists to cross the canal where the towpath changes sides. These would be at Chobham Road Bridge in Woking, Kiln

Bridge at St. John's and Hermitage Bridge in Brookwood. The Society does not object to new footbridges, although it doubts

the need for all of these, but it is not keen on low-level swing bridges on several grounds - obstruction to navigation, cost

of maintenance and vulnerability to vandalism. The Basingstoke Canal Boating Club have also voiced their concern.

There are already safe crossing points over the roads at both Chobham Road and Kiln Bridge, although cyclists might have

to dismount, and it ought to be feasible to hang a footbridge off the existing Hermitage Bridge, covering up the present

unsightly pipe there at the same time. If, as seems usually the case these days, the needs of navigation are relegated

to second place, it is essential that the swing bridges are designed for easy and safe use by single-handed boaters and

that the guidelines laid down in the IWA's Policy Statement on the Operability of Locks and Moveable Bridges are followed.

The Society will be monitoring this closely.
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Canal News

Despite objections from the Society to the proposed alterations to the iconic Poulter's Bridge Cottage in Crookham,

planning permission was granted and work has begun.

Our concerns were that the final result,

which will be significantly bigger than

the current building, would be out of

character with the rural setting. The

new owner's argument was that the

cottage had become a mish-mash of

badly constructed extensions with little

worth preserving apart from the front

wall. His original intention was to knock

the whole thing down and start again.

Currently the builders have demolished

the extensions, leaving the cottage

looking remarkably like this photo from

the early part of the 20th century.

Let's hope that the end product will be

sufficiently appealing to continue to

attract as many photographers in years

to come as the old cottage did in the

past.

Poulter's Bridge Cottage
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Events

MIKRON THEATRE COMPANY
 

Date:      Friday 3rd.July 2009

Time:     7.30pm

Venue:  The Canalside Garden of the Fox and Hounds, Crookham Road, Fleet

Show:   TALES of the THAMES  -  Journeys up and down the river

 

The water has and always will be our natural home. Touring on an ex-working canal narrowboat and performing in waterside

venues is Mikron’s raison d’etre. As well as canals, their touring takes them on the deeper waters of England’s rivers: the

Severn, the Trent, the Soar, and, of course, the daddy of them all, the ‘sacred river’ Old Father Thames.

 

For the first time in Mikron Theatre Company’s 37 years of touring the waterways, they will bathe themselves in Britain’s

foremost stretch of water. From three men and Montmorency on a boat to the dipping docklands cranes at Churchill’s

funeral; from the lighters to the Thames slippers; from Henley to the Isle of Dogs; all history is there: all Britain’s life.

 

Ratty, Mole and Toad make way for Itchington, Ab and Roly, a trio of brave misfits who set off on magical and life changing

journeys up and down the Thames in 2009.With their customary style of telling a great story through drama and original

song, ‘Tales of the Thames’ will celebrate this great river; its past, present and future.

 

2009 will be the 38th.year that the company have toured the waterways of England in their 74 year old narrowboat ‘Tyseley

No.183’, although, unfortunately, time does not permit them to bring it up the Basingstoke Canal. As usual, come along

by boat, car or on foot and enjoy this year’s presentation. Bring along a folding chair or rug or just sit on the grassy bank.

The Society always looks forward to this annual visit with good attendances who have proved loyal to the Company. Make

a diary note now so that you don’t miss the show as your support is vital to keep the Mikron’s future alive. Once again

their grant funding is under threat, especially in the current credit crunch era.

 

Admission is free but there will be the usual collection after the show. Come early and enjoy a meal before the performance.

Food is available from 6pm (Tel:01252 663686). Indoor back-up at Fleet Football Club in case of rain.

 

For further information contact David Millett on 01252 617364 or email:d.millett7@ntlworld.com

BROOKWOOD & ODIHAM RALLIES

With final go-ahead for the Odiham Rally hanging on completion of the repairs to Locks 15 and 22 and nothing awful

emerging from the Jacobs' condition survey, it has been a nail-biting time for the organisers of both events. It was feared

that many visiting boats would cancel if they were going to be unable to get up Deepcut and navigate the whole canal.

However, the repairs are done and, although the actual survey report has yet to be published, Surrey County Council appear

satisfied that nothing has been found that would prevent boat passage. The major concern appears to be Lock 1, but the

main hazard there seeems to be from land vehicles rather than boats.

At the time of writing this, some two weeks before the rally, there are 40 boats booked to come to Brookwood and about

the same number aiming to go to Odiham. All we need is some decent weather!

FOX & HOUNDS RALLY

The Basingstoke Canal Boating Club's Fox & Hounds Rally in Fleet will take place on Saturday 19th September. This is

a friendly, largely local gathering at the popular canalside Fox & Hounds pub, with a few visiting steam boats to add a bit

of colour and excitement. There is usually a barbecue in the pub garden and a few sales stands and a bit of entertainment,

so why not come along for the day?
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Correspondence
Dear Mr Cansdale,

I was carried back a few months when reading that

ANGONAMO had been judged ‘Best turned out’ at the

Illuminated Boat Parade. From your photo it certainly looks

a winner but I rather think it would also win a rosette for the

originality of its name.

I came across this boat when walking the Wey Navigation

last summer while it was receiving a fresh coat of paint.

Exchanging a few pleasantries with the owner, I asked, no

doubt like many others, how the name was pronounced and

what it stood for. The explanation was memorable.

Apparently, while fitting out the boat at home the owner

would often need a second pair of hands. He said that over

the course of time it seemed that whenever he appealed to

his son for help, the invariable response would be “’Ang on

a mo”!

Yours sincerely

Michael Way

WALKING TO WIGGONHOLT
THE WEY & ARUN CANAL TRUST’S SPONSORED WALK FOR 2009

The Wey & Arun Canal Trust’s 37th annual sponsored walk (“The Poddle”) will be held on Sunday 14th June 2009.  The walk

starts this year from Pulborough Village Hall and will cover the 10 miles to the village of Wiggonholt.  This makes it an ideal

day out for all the family.  The afternoon section of the walk will take you through the tranquil setting of Wiggonholt and

you are free to make your own pace.

Wiggonholt Association chairman, Peter Flatter, said: “We are very pleased that the walk will lead to our historic little

hamlet of Wiggonholt and its beautiful surroundings - not forgetting the lovely 13th century church.

We have long admired the work of the Wey & Arun Canal Trust and the commitment of its volunteers. As an environmental

and amenity society, we are particularly interested in the Trust’s efforts to enhance the canal surroundings for the benefit

of the public and to encourage biodiversity following restoration. The sponsorship of the new electric boat “Wiggonholt” is

our way of supporting the environmental aspect of the canal project. The boat will be pollution-free and silent and will greatly

add to the enjoyment of the canal cruises whilst helping to reduce carbon emissions”.

If you would like to take part, please contact poddle@weyandarun.co.uk or visit our website www.weyandarun.co.uk

to download details.

While researching for an article on the Bourley Reservoirs,

Dieter Jebens was sent the following piece by Geoff Sears

of the Prince Consort Library, Aldershot. It comes from

"Aldershot, the First Fifty Years" by Tim Churchhouse.

Balloonist’s eye view

Following their ballooning experiences in the Balloon Corps

of the Federal Army during the American Civil War, two

Royal Engineer officers, Capt F. Beaumont and Lieutenant

George Edward Grover sought to demonstrate the value of

balloons in warfare. On Saturday 11th July 1863, accompa-

nied by experienced balloonists Henry Coxwell and James

Glaisher they loaded a balloon basket with spy-glasses,

instruments and maps and ascended from Aldershot Camp,

describing what they saw on take-off: ”Directly below the

Basingstoke Canal took on a new look as the silvery line of

water rapidly narrowed.” The first military aeronauts studied

and recorded everything. ”The silence was remarkable; the

complete absence of noise made it possible to hear orders

being given to the drilling troops far below and as they

reached higher altitudes the wonderful panorama of the

Camp and surrounding district was revealed. From

Hartfordbridge Flats to Ash Fox Hills, from Chobham Ridges

to Caesar’s Camp and in the far distance beyond the

prominent landmark of Crooksbury, the skyline of Hindhead

could be seen…… In the west, here was the Long Valley

and the troop movements. The sheer beauty of the surround-

ing countryside providing a kaleidoscope of colour; the

summer green, bright heather, yellow gorse and broom, but

outstanding were the bright uniforms, the glittering of pol-

ished brass and the dust driven from the wheels and the

horses’ hooves.”

Left. An Army balloon preparing for lift-off.
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Wartime defences on the
Overlooking Tundry Pond from the canal footpath is a unique

and one-off pillbox to this defence line. This bullet proof

example (Top right) has only 2ft thick walls, it is accessible

by climbing a series of steps that run up inside its rear wall.

Once inside the area is very cramped, the weapon loopholes

give an excellent view both to the canal each side as well as

forwards. It was most probably positioned here to lay down

maximum fire on any infantry who had passed through the

anti-tank barrier and had climbed the canal embankment

trying to cross here as well as Blacksmith Bridge to the

east.

On the towpath between Blacksmiths Bridge and Double

Bridge are many more of the post obstacle bases, some of

these are now hidden in the undergrowth at the edge of the

canal, while others sit in the

centre of the path (Left). On

the south bank next to

Double Bridge sit another

set of anti-tank cylinders

grouped together; in fact you

will see one of these is

actually a pyramid cube,

here probably due to a

material shortage of pipes.

A final collection of six
grouped cylinders survive

almost totally hidden by ivy

growth on the south east

side of the bridge (Centre

right).

Heading east towards Crookham and entering a wooded

area are two pillboxes, both are shellproof Type 24s, the first

is positioned facing west from the opposite side of the canal

this box is now used as a bat roost.

A short distance on the other pillbox sits beside the

towpath; this one is fully accessible and is very spacious

inside. The Type 24 or FW3/24 was a scaled up version of

the Type 22, featuring more internal space than a type 22

but with the same wall thickness.

This hardened defence faces south west and would have

given a good sweep of fire down and across both sides of the

canal into the facing woodland. From its position it is easy

to see how the two pillboxes would have worked together to

protect a large area of ground with interlocking arcs of fire.

More of the post bases can be seen in the path as you

continue to walk westward, approx 300 yards from the last

defence is another identical shellproof Type 24; this one is

dug into a bank above the canal and covered the west flank

of Coxmoor Bridge (Bottom left). The bridge was considered

a significant weak point in the defence line and is at the

centre of where the GHQ Line A finally leaves the Basingstoke

Canal to head through Coxmoor Wood. A large concentration

of obstacles and shellproof pillboxes survive at this point, an

aged post war photograph shows that dragons teeth were

also positioned on the bridge itself between the pairs of tall

cylinders each side of the canal.
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Basingstoke Canal; Part 2
During the winter months of early 2008 both pillboxes had

the maze of undergrowth removed from them in a study I

carried out with the landowner’s consent; both now can be

seen quite clearly. The second pillbox just east of the bridge

was positioned to enable heavy enfilading fire concentrate

along the line of anti-tank obstacles running from the

opposite canal bank into Coxmoor wood.

Part of this unique surviving anti-tank defence can just be

seen during the winter months in the clearing where the

power lines cross the canal. Some 300 plus concrete

cylinders (double rows in places) run to the edge of Leeches

Copse, these would have provided a highly effective barrier

to stop tanks. Additional strengthening at the canal to

prevent a vehicle crossing may have been provided using

metal hawsers stretched between these pipes across the

water then to the bridge, evidence of the hawsers still show

on both pipes in the water each side of the canal. I believe

the cables ran through the thick metal eye on cylinder tops

as well as through the central metal pipes forming a “Cats

Cradle” type of obstacle (Below left).

A secondary

defence line

was con-

structed from

Hancock ’s

Farm, south

of Chequers

Bridge at

Crookham.

This add-

itional line

was known

as the

A l d e r s h o t

West Switch

Line; this was

built for extra

pro-tection

had the main

GHQ Line A

been breach-

ed along the

canal between Dogmersfield and Crookham and an assault

had been made towards the vital military bases in Aldershot

and Crookham from the West. Hancock’s Farm became a

Strongpoint where today a mixture of four pillboxes survive,

plus the remains of the anti-tank ditch which was dug

across the fields to the canal bank can also just be seen.

A single Vickers machine gun pillbox still stands in a copse

above the canal embankment, originally two stood here (the

other no longer extant) to cover low lying fields to the north

west of the canal in case the GHQ line had been overcome

at Coxmoor Bridge.

At the Wharf the Aldershot West Switch line ran across

Brook Meadow, Pilcot Rd and then on across the farmland

behind the old Winchfield Hospital, Its route loosely followed

the River Hart. The defence line finally joining the road at the

heavily defended railway bridge at Pale Lane, Winchfield.

Chequers Bridge was additionally protected by a pair of

Vickers machine gun emplacements set at the top of

Poulter’s Hill adjacent to the canal. Today only one of these

survives (Below right). From this high vantage point they

would have given immense fire on any approach to the canal

bridge along Crondall Rd.

Chequers Bridge area was protected from tank crossing by

rows of concrete pyramids often called “dragon’s teeth”;

several rows of these can be seen surviving well each side

of the embankment  (Below and next page).

From the dragon’s teeth behind the information board an

anti-tank ditch was dug, this ran across the field to Brook
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WW2 Defences
Meadow and the River Hart beside Stroud Lane.  Additional

canal crossing obstructions were made by using wooden

posts or tree trunks set into concrete bases on each bank;

today both types still survive some 68 years on, posts can

still be seen in situ in the hedgerow on the south bank and

concrete sockets in the towpath beside the information

board.

During the 1990s a national survey was carried out known

as the Defence of Britain Project; its aim was to record

surviving defence infrastructure including pillboxes, gun

emplacements and associated anti-invasion obstacles. It

was estimated that out of 20,000 constructed during the

time, now only around 6000 still exist. Very few are

scheduled for preservation and most have fallen into decay

or have been removed as eyesores or due to expansion of

roads or building developments.

To me and many others, their survival and part played
in this country’s history is as important as Hadrian’s
Wall or Dover Castle as well as many countless
fortifications you can visit throughout England, whether
it be on the coast or inland. So spare a thought when
you see one next and think what would have happened
if they had been called into use, and what the outcome
may have been if we hadn’t been prepared for the
threat that faced us in that long summer of 1940.

Tim Denton

Many thanks to Tim, seen right, for these articles, which we

hope later in the year to be publishing in a slightly expanded

form as a booklet.

Above: Dragon's teeth on the South bank at Crookham.

Left: Plan of GHQ Line A and

Aldershot West Switchline

Defences.

About the author:

Born in 1961and married with a young

family, Tim lives on the nearby Hampshire

Berkshire border. As well as being an

active member of the Canal Society he is

a regular contributor of articles for the

Pillbox Study Group. Over the last five

years Tim has been involved in carrying

out more than a dozen sympathetic

renovations of neglected and forgotten

defences in Hampshire and Dorset.

Annually during the winter months he

arranges WW2 defence walks for

enthusiasts alongside the Basingstoke

canal at Crookham and Dogmersfield.
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Membership Report

I suspect that to most members of the Canal Society,

myself included, the inclusion of The Rev Lord Sandford

amongst our Vice-Presidents has been something of a

mystery, and it was only when I read his obituary earlier in

the year that I discovered who he was.

Born in 1920, he was educated at Eton and entered the

Royal Navy in 1938. After a distinguished wartime career,

he finally left the Navy in the 1950s and was ordained in the

Church of England, serving as curate at St. Nicholas’s

Church in Harpenden. On the death of his father he became

the Second Baron Sandford and whilst still

acting as a curate, served as a Tory whip in

the House of Lords.

He was appointed a Junior Minister (one of

three parliamentary under-secretaries in the

newly created department of the environment)

in 1970 when the importance of green issues

was winning official recognition and the Heath

government was fizzing with the excitement

of turning new concepts into concrete

legislation.

 

The Rev Lord Sandford found himself speaking

for some half-a-dozen ministries on subjects

that ranged from conservation projects to transport policy,

as well as warning that the war on waste could no longer be

regarded as an issue for “cranks”.

 

His most significant role was as co-chairman of the National

Parks policies review committee set up in 1971. He gave his

name to the “Sandford principle” which declares that

“National Parks can do much to reconcile public enjoyment

with the preservation of natural beauty by good planning and

management.... but there will be situations where the two

purposes are irreconcilable. Where this happens, priority

must be given to the conservation of natural beauty”. This

offered an answer to future strains caused by conflicting

interests in the matter.

 

The connection with the Society came about via Colin

Bonsey, who was at the time the Countryside Recreation

Officer of Hampshire County Council and, of course, was

the lead officer in HCC involved with the canal and planning

for its future restoration, although this was

some time ahead. Colin served with The Rev

Lord Sandford on the National Parks policies

review committee and, as HCC were the

leading county in the country on countryside

access matters, The Rev Lord Sandford asked

to come down to Winchester to hear about

Hampshire’s good work in this field.

 

Subsequently Colin invited The Rev Lord

Sandford to see the derelict canal and together

they walked the whole length. Colin cannot

exactly remember how he came to be invited

as a Vice President of the Society but thinks

he suggested that Robin (who was then

Chairman from 1974) sent him an invitation to become one.

Commander the Rev Lord Sandford, DSC, sailor, clergyman,

politician, conservationist and Vice-president of the Surrey

and Hampshire Canal Society.

December 22, 1920 - January 13, 2009

Thanks to David Millett for this information.

The Reverend Lord Sandford

Thank you to all those members who have paid their annual

subscriptions promptly and especially to those of you who

have been able to include a donation to our funds.  Unfortu-

nately, we still have quite a few members who have not yet

paid and it would be appreciated if those payments could be

made as soon as possible to reduce the number of remind-

ers we need to send out.

Just to remind you, the fees due are as follows:

Adult £10, Family £12, Senior £5, Senior (pair) £7, Group

£15, Junior (under 18) £3, Life £120.

If you normally pay by bankers order, could you please

check that your payment has gone through your bank

account as we seem to have a lot of payments missing.  If

you have cancelled your bankers order and no longer wish

to be a member I would be grateful if you could let me know

so that I can amend my records.  My contact details are on

the back page of the newsletter.

A warm welcome to the following new members:

Robert Fowler of Enfield

Andrew Lewis of Hook

Stuart Bates of Fleet

Steve Amos of Fleet

Fleet & Church Crookham Society

Alan Bryant of Fleet

Doreen Hornsey

Membership Secretary
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Millett's Musings     David Millett

· Good to see the completed result of the massive winter

towpath clearance between the Canal Centre and North

Warnborough. This has really opened up the towpath

both between the water and the path and the back of the

path. This is first time for very many years that a

cutback of this magnitude has been undertaken and it

was long overdue. The saplings growing on the water’s

edge have been cut off but regular attention will be

needed in future to stop them growing again. Although

the work was done with a tractor and flail, the harsh and

jagged appearance in places will soon recover. One of

the benefits has been the many more spring flowers to

be seen along the towpath.

· Rushmoor Borough Council and the BCA will be com-

pleting the towpath resurfacing between the end of the

runway at Farnborough and the Hart boundary at the

Norris Bridge gyratory later this summer. The funds will

come from the TAG (Farnborough Airport owners)

environmental monies paid as a result of each landing

and take-off to Rushmoor Borough Council, to be used

for projects within three miles of the airport. This work

will mean that the very muddy section in winter will be

improved for the benefit of walkers and cyclists.

· At the time of writing, this Spring is proving to be very
dry and warmer than usual. Hopefully this will not lead

to summer water shortages for the locks in Surrey

which are due to be reopened in time for the Brookwood

and Odiham boat gatherings at the end of May. With a

bit of luck perhaps the next few weeks will find the

weather changing and we get some periods of rain. It is

essential to get the Frimley pump working again to

increase the supply of water to the Mytchett pound and

for the locks at Deepcut.

· Comments in the winter edition of BC News about the

houseboat situation at Woodham have led to

new discussions between the houseboat owners and

Surrey County Council to try and put the whole issue on

a proper footing for the long term future. The present

situation has come about as a result of this publicity

and was long overdue. It is appreciated that these

houseboats are people’s homes, but proper regulation

for the future is essential.

· The closure of the canal for many months last year for

work on the Ash Vale Railway bridge and the Ash Wharf

road bridge led to financial difficulties for some of the

canal’s commercial and charity users, namely Galleon

Marine at Odiham, and the Accessible Boating Asso-

ciation whose Madam Butterfly boat is also based at

Odiham, not to mention the John Cale cruise operation

at the Canal Centre. It is understood that the Accessi-

ble Boating Association have received a charity dona-

tion in lieu of compensation but Galleon Marine have

been left out. This is not good enough as the operation

is very fragile as it is.Jan Piele of Galleon Marine made

the point very well at the recent Canal Joint Manage-

ment Committee meeting.

· Planning issues in Hart have also been a issue again in

the last few months. In spite of objections by the

Society the timber building constructed between the

jetty/shelter and the estate worker’s farmstead and

livestock storage building by the canal in Dogmersfield

Park has received retrospective planning permission.

Further down the canal in Crookham Village, the

application by the new owner of the iconic Poulter’s

Bridge Cottage to substantially rebuild the cottage has

been approved by Hart Council (but only on the Plan-

ning Committee Chairman’s casting vote).The Society

objected to this rebuild as the present cottage is a well

loved feature of the canal, beloved by boaters, walkers

and artists alike. Work has already started so we await

the final result.

· A recent survey by British Waterways has shown that

in a typical two week period during 2008 the number of

visitors rose over 6% to 3.4million from 3.2million.People

are visiting more often and individual visits are up 7%

rising from 245.3million to 262.6million.This is a good

indicator of the value of canals as a local resource for

council tax payers up and down the country. Whilst

there are no figures for the Basingstoke Canal, there is

no doubt that the same increase is taking place locally

and gives value to our local riparian district and borough

councils so justifying their annual contributions to the

canal budget.

· It appears that more councils around the country are

making use of the Community Payback Scheme to use

offenders in helping to remove rubbish, clear overgrown

foliage and cleaning up graffiti. Perhaps more use of this

scheme could be made by our local councils on the

Basingstoke Canal in conjunction with the Basingstoke

Canal Authority.

· Many members will remember that one of the boats to

visit the Basingstoke Canal for the re-opening of the

canal in 1991 was Charles Stock in his 18ft.gaff cutter

‘Shoal Waters’. He sailed this craft from Lowestoft in

Norfolk calling in at all the creeks on the East coast and

up the Thames and the Basingstoke Canal. He has

never used an engine in the 45 years he has owned the

boat and bow-hauled it up and down the Wey Navigation

and the Basingstoke Canal. Arriving back at Reading

Road Bridge, Fleet he put his sails up approaching the

bridge for a unique photograph. He built the boat himself

and has sailed 75,000 nautical miles in 45 years and

has only had a few tows. How’s that for a carbon

footprint?
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 Vice-President                Lookback
 From Society Newsletters No.85 June 1979 and No.86 August 1979

· The Comment column posed the question ‘The Wind of

Change?  This referred to the Chairman Robin Higg’s

firmly held view that the Society’s Job Creation grants

must be regarded as a bonus. And that there must be

no let-up in our efforts to attract more voluntary support

in terns of manpower, material contributions and inde-

pendent financial aid.

· Since 1977 the Manpower Services Commission has

granted the Society nearly £228,000 including £136,000

this year which has made a substantial contribution

towards restoration of the Basingstoke Canal in the

work on the Deepcut 14 flight of locks. The money has

been well used in providing jobs for local unemployed

young people and also giving them a practical training

which has helped most of them to find permanent work.

Bonus or not, the JCP has become an essential and

integral part of the canal’s restoration and must be

maintained. Otherwise the re-opening of the canal in the

early 1980’s - now seen as a reality - will become just

another dream.

· A high quality reproduction of the Basingstoke Canal

Map, originally published over 200 years ago in the

‘Gentlemen’s Magazine’ has just been re-published by

Printed Page of Winchester. The map measures about

9"x 15" overall. The map shows the canal as it was

intended to be built in 1777.The following year an Act of

Parliament was passed, and the canal was finally

completed in 1794.However, the exact route shown on

the map was not followed. The intended cut to Turgis

Green was never built. Instead a more direct line was

followed which involved building one of the longest canal

tunnels in Southern England at Greywell, near Odiham.

· The Hampshire Basingstoke Angling Association has

been formed from twenty four clubs to provide a body to

preserve the fishing and to advise on angling matters.

The canal has always held a magnificent stock of huge

tench and carp which was augmented in 1976 by

Thames Water Authority with thousands of carp, roach,

perch, rudd, tench and bream. A further 250,000 fish

were deposited in 1977.This took place in the restored

part between the River Whitewater and Broad Oak.

· The Society narrow gauge railway group are expanding

their operations to include a new project on the Ash

Embankment. Track will be laid on the non-towpath

bank to provide transport for repair materials. A pair of

upper and lower lock gates, built by Society volunteers

in 1969 and 1973 have been recovered from the canal

where they were submerged five years ago just above

Silvester’s Bridge, as a means of preserving the timber.

Tony Harmsworth. Hampshire’s senior canal warden,

who with his father showed the volunteers how to

construct lock gates, said they were in good condition

and would be installed at Ash Lock in the autumn.

HCC’s work on filling the breach in the Ash Embank-

ment (which occurred during the 1968 floods is already

well advanced.

· The April Canoe Trials on the canal, based at Reading

Road Wharf, were again organised jointly by the Westel

Canoe Club and the Society. These trials, based on the

Reliability Trials of the cycling world, attract the largest

entry for any Canoe and Kayak event in Britain. This

year 386 canoes and kayaks took part, including 60

doubles, making 446 canoeists in all. Some entrants

came over from the continent to take part in various

distances ranging from 6 miles to 30 miles.

· A public meeting in Woking to attract new members

and to garner support for the restoration was attended

by over 500 people (probably a record at the time).

6,000 leaflets had been distributed advertising the

meeting which included a restoration film by the King-

ston Film Society and slides. 40 new members were

signed up on the night and applications are still rolling

in.

· This will be the last summer to enjoy the canal’s

unspoilt environment around Colt Hill at Odiham. Next

year the By-Pass will open and the incessant noise of

traffic will be inescapable. We may have won the

campaign to save the canal but we have lost another

piece of its environment which is essential to its charm

and atmosphere. Also lost will be Odiham’s cricket

field overlooking the canal. The Society is putting

pressure on Hampshire County Council to ensure that

adequate planting and screening is put in place to

reduce the impact on the canal.

· Seen recently on the canal in Fleet - a local member

commuting by rowing boat from his home fronting the

canal to his work in another part of Fleet. What an

excellent way to save petrol and use the canal at the

same time. As many of our members work at the

National Gas Turbine Establishment at Pyestock and

the RAE at Farnborough, both adjoining the canal,

perhaps this will encourage a new kind of commuter!

· After last years success when the Job Creation Pro-

gramme ex LT bus operated by Frank Jones was

decorated to resemble the ‘John Pinkerton’ and took

part in Fleet’s annual Carnival procession, this year the

theme was completely different. The main theme as

‘Cinema Time’ and Roy and Penny Tree dreamt up the

idea of ‘Three Men in a Boat’ and the finished result was

very effective. Peter and Natalie Jones, Frank Jones

and Pauline Hadlow helped build the float, assisted on

the day by Diane and Martin Smith and Douglas Gilbey.
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SHCS notes
WANTED

Crew organiser for the John Pinkerton.
On past experience, the ideal candidate would probably be a delightful lady with charm, whose phone calls and requests

for help will be eagerly anticipated and complied with by the largely male crew of the boat.

Maintenance officer for the John Pinkerton.
Probably a job for a man, with a practical turn of mind, basic knowledge of things mechanical and electrical and willingness

to get his hands dirty, but also the ability to get others involved and organised.

Your chance to help the Society - If either of these sounds like you, please contact Peter Wright on  01344-772461.


